ALGEBRASOF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS ON
ONE-DIMENSIONAL VARIETIES
BY

HUGO ROSSI0)
1. Introduction. By C" we mean w-dimensional complex vector space. For
zECn, we will represent the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at z by
@", and the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions in C" by 0" (for sheaftheoretic terminology, see [2; 5]). In general, a ringed space is a pair (A, @),
where A is a locally compact Hausdorff space and © is a sheaf of rings of
germs of continuous
functions on X (see [6]). Thus (Cn, ©") is a ringed
space. By holomorphic function on the ringed space (A, ©) we mean a continuous function on X whose germ at any xEX is in ©„. If U is an open subset of A, (Í7, ©| U) is a ringed space; we will let HiU, ©) denote the ring of

holomorphic

functions on U. Where it is clear what © is we will write HiU)

ior HiU, 0).
Let U be an open set in Cn, and /i, • • • , ft E HiU, ©"). Let
V={zEU;fiiz)=0,
lgtgi}. We will write F= V(fu ■■• ,/,). We consider
@n as defining a sheaf of germs of continuous functions on F, and write
@v= @n| F. Then (F, @r) is a ringed space. A function / defined on F is thus
holomorphic on F if, for every xEV, there is a neighborhood W of x in O
such that/| WC\ V is the restriction to W!~\ F of a function holomorphic in IF.
Any closed subset of a domain U in Cn which is locally given as the zeros of
a finite number of holomorphic functions is called a variety.
Let (A, ©), (F, 3>)be ringed spaces and <p:A—»F a continuous map. By
<j>i<&)
we mean the sheaf on X whose stalk at xEX is the set {/o 0;/£$♦<*)}.
If <£(<£)C@. we say <j>is holomorphic. If 0 is a homeomorphism
and <b~l is
also holomorphic, we say <pis biholomorphic.
A complex manifold is a ringed space (A, 0) with the following property :
for every xEX, there is a neighborhood U of x and a biholomorphic map of
(£/, 0) onto (IF, 0"), where IF is an open set in Cn. An analytic space is a
ringed space (A, 0) with the following property: for every x£A, there is a
neighborhood
U of x and a biholomorphic
map of ({/, 0) onto (F, 07),
where ( V, 0F) is a variety.
Let iS, ©) be an analytic space. A point x£5 is regular if x has a neighborReceived by the editors January 9, 1960 and, in revised form, January 12, 1961.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This research was partially supported by the United
States Air Force through the Air Force Office of Scientific Research of the Air Research and
Development Command under Contract Number AF 49(638)692. Reproduction in whole or in
part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.
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hood i/such that (U, ©) is a complex manifold. The set SIegoí regular points
of 5 forms a complex manifold dense in 5. By a one-dimensional analytic
space we mean an analytic space 5 such that Sng is a one-dimensional manifold. In this case 58¡ng= 5—5reg is a discrete set of points on S (see [2]).
If K is a compact subset of an analytic space, let H(K) be the ring of all
functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. Let A (K) be the uniform closure on K of H(K). A(K) is a Banach algebra with the uniform norm. Our
main purpose is to study A (K) with respect to the property of being a maximal subalgebraof C(T(A(K))), the algebra of all continuous functions on the
Silov boundary of A(K). This will be done under the restriction that K consists of a domain bounded by finitely many piecewise analytic curves. It has
been shown, in the case where 5 is a Riemann surface, that A(K) is maximal
in C(T(A(K))) (Wermer, Royden [9; 10]). This result is our starting point.
In particular, we will associate with any one-dimensional analytic space S a
one-dimensional complex manifold R, and a projection w: R—+S, and with
compact K on S, a compact K on R. We shall show that, in a natural sence,
A (K) is a subalgebra of A(K) of finite codimension in A(K); this fact is the
basis of the discussion.
We shall also attempt to describe certain subalgebras of A(K), for K a
compact subset of a Riemann surface. These subalgebras are of the form
Ao(K, U), the uniform closure on if of a subalgebra A<>of H(U), where U
is a neighborhood of K. The first result in this direction is Wermer's theorem.

1.1. Theorem

(Wermer

[ll]).

Let R be a Riemann surface, T a simple

closed analytic curve on R such that V is the boundary of a domain D with DVJT
compact. Let f, g be holomorphic in a neighborhood of D^JT, df does not vanish
on r and f, g together separate points on V. Then there is a finite subset T of
DVJT and an integer n such that if his in A (DVJT), and h vanishes at each point
of T with order no less than n, then h is approximable on DVJT by functions in
the algebra {/, g} of polynomials in f and g.

In the appendix of [ll] he extends this to finitely many functions. The
crucial feature of this theorem is to prove that D^UT is {/, g }-convex (see
the definition below) ; with this assumption the proof depends only on theorems of several complex variables of a general nature.
Later Bishop proved a closely related, but essentially different theorem.
Definition.
Let U be an open set on an analytic space S, and K a compact set in U. Let A o he a subalgebra of H(U). We say K is Ao-convex if

K={xEU;

\f(x)\ = sup {|/(y) | ; yEK} for all fEA0}. For VQU open, we

say V is Ao-convex if F can be written as the increasing union of a sequence of
A o-convex compact sets.

1.2. Theorem (Bishop [3]). Let R be an open Riemann surface, K a compact subset of R, B a subalgebra of H(R) such that (i) K is B-convex, (ii) {pER;
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there is a q^p in R such thatfip) =fiq) for allfEB ] Vj{pER; df(p)=0for all
fEB] (the singular set relative to B, denoted by S(B)) is finite.
Then there is a positive integer N such that B, the closure of B on K, contains
the ideal of CiK)í\H(\nt
K) consisting of those functions which vanish on
S(B) C\K, and vanish of order at least N at those points of 5(5) interior to K.
The main point here is the approximation
theorem, which we shall use
in the maximality discussion. In §6 we shall prove the following theorem.

6.7. Theorem. Let K be a compact subset of a Riemann surface R, and let
U be a neighborhood of K. Suppose A ° is a subalgebra of Hi U) such that (i) A °
is generated by fi, • ■ ■ , fnEHiU),
(ii) K is A°-convex, (iii) {pEU; there is a

qEU such that p 9eq butfip) =f(q) for allfEA0] is finite. Let A be the uniform
closure of A0 on K.
Then there is a variety V in the unit polycylinder of some O and a map <j>of
a neighborhood of K onto V such that
A = {f o <j>;f in the closure of the polynomials on <piK) ].
Together these three theorems give a complete description of Ao(K, U)
when it is finitely generated.
This work was originally done at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology as part of my doctoral thesis. I am greatly indebted to my teachers,
Professors Singer and Hoffman, and to the department of mathematics at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for all the assistance I received.

2. Ideals of AiK) on a Riemann surface. Let R be a compact Riemann
surface, and 5 any subset of R. We write MiS) for the vector space of functions, meromorphic on R which are regular on S. From the Riemann-Roch
theorem we obtain the following result.
2.1. Lemma. Let U be any open set on R.

(i) Given p^qin

U, there is anfEMiU)

such that fip) 9^f(q).

(ii) Given p, pi, ■ ■ • , pt in U, and positive integers n, «i, • • • , nt, there
is an fE Mi U) with zeros of orders ^n,at pi, 1 g i g t and a zero of order n at p
(i.e., if iU, z) is a local parameter at p,f has the Taylor series in U:f= ^anzn

with o¿ = 0, i<n, and a^O).
Proof, (i) Let pT^q in U; by the Riemann-Roch theorem, there is a
meromorphic function / regular on U with a zero of some order k at p. If
/(?) 5^0, then fip) ?*fiq). Suppose/ has a zero of order m at q. Let g be meromorphic on R, with a pole only at q oí order, say, n. Then fngleiq)?i0, but
fngkip) =0, so fngh is the required function.
(ii) Let now fE Mi U) such that / has a zero of order at least w<at pi,

and is zero at p. Let k be the order of the zero at p. Again by the RiemannRoch theorem there is a meromorphic function g whose only pole is at p
and is of order m, where m is prime to p, so long as m is large enough. Then
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there are positive s, t such that sk —tm = l. Then/'g' is in M(U) and has a
zero of order 1 at p. Thus (f'g1)" has a zero of order n at p, and obviously
still has zeros of orders at least w<at pi.
Now let K be a compact proper subset of R. M(K) is contained in H(K),
so the closure A (K) of H(K) in the uniform norm on K contains the restriction to K of functions in M(K). We use this fact to show that the structure
space S(A(K)) of A(K), (the set of complex holomorphisms
of A(K)) is
just K.

2.2. Lemma. S(A(K))=K.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, M separates the points of K; thus A(K) separates
points of K. Every point of K thus determines a continuous homomorphism

of A(K), so S(A(K)) contains K.
Let U be a neighborhood of K. Let h he in S(A(K)), different from
evaluation at some point r in K. Let F be meromorphic on R with its only
pole in U a simple pole at r. Now there is a g in H(K) such that h(g) = l,

g(r)=0. Then gF is in H(K). Let t = h(gF) ; then for P=F-t,
gP is in M(K)
and h(gP)=h(g(F-t))=h(gF)-th(g)=0.
Let ru ■ ■ ■, rn be the zeros of P
on if of order mi, • • • , tw„, respectively.

If h is not evaluation

at any rjt there

are /y in H(K), h(fj) = 1, fj(r¡) = 0. Let /= ( Y[f?)P-\ f is in H(K) and, since

f(r)= 0,fP isalsoin #(#). ThusMIL/TO
= IlKf/)"'«l; but II/TW^ so
h(Uf7i)=h(fP) = h(fP)h(g)=h(fPg)= h(f)h(gP)= 0, a contradiction.Thus
h is evaluation at r or some r¡, i.e., evaluation at some point of K.
This proof is essentially a part of Arens' proof that the algebra C(K)
C\H(int K) has K as its structure space [l].
We now exploit the infinite dimensionality of M(K) as a vector space to
obtain a theorem which will be useful in the discussion of holomorphic functions on one-dimensional analytic spaces.

2.3. Theorem.

Let xi, • • ■, x„EK. Let (t/f, z,) be a local coordinate at x,-,

and let Pi(X) be polynomials of degree n¡ over the complex numbers. Then there
is a gEM(K)
such that the first »< terms of the Taylor expansion of g about x,in Zi agrees with Pi(zi).

Proof. For fEM(K),
we can expand / in a Taylor series in z,- about
x,:/= 2X<y(/)z'. X<y(/)is a linear functional on M(K). According to 2.1 (ii) we
can find an faEM(K)
such that/,-,- has a zero of order/ at x,- and a zero of
order at least nr at xr. That is, Xr,(/,y) = 0 iir^i
and s%.nT, or if r = i and s<j.

Thus the matrix M=(X„(/,-y)), l^r, i'è.n, 0%.s^nr, 0^/^«¿, is a Ç£jii)
X ( 2W<) triangular matrix all of whose diagonal entries are nonzero. Thus
M is nonsingular.
Write Pi(X) = ^OijXt.

Let a be the vector

b = (b,j) such that Mb = a. Let g=^ibnfij;
= ^bij\„(fij)

=a„;

(a,y). Then there is a vector

then gGM(Ä),

thus g is the required function.

and Xr,(g)
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Let xi, • • • , x„ be in the interior of K. Let I = {fEA (A) ;

f has a zero of order ^ m at x<}. Then A (A) = M(A) +1.
Proof. Let (£/,-, z.) be a local parameter at x,-, and let/G^(A).
By 2.3,
there is a gEMiK) such that the Taylor expansion of g in Zi at xf coincides
with that of/ up to the n¿th term. Then f—gEAiK),
and vanishes of order

è»< at x,-, so/—g is in /. Thus/=g + (/—g) is in Af(A)+7.
3. Normalization of an analytic space. Let 5 be a one-dimensional

analytic space. We shall show that there is a complex manifold R and a projection 7r: R—>S such that for U an open set on S, U compact, the set {foir;
fEHiU)}
is of finite codimension in H(ir~liU)). R will be the normal model

for S (see [6]).
Definition.
Let 5 be an analytic space. The normalization of 5 is a pair
(£, tt) such that: (i) R is a locally compact, locally connected Hausdorff space;
(ii) it: £—>S is continuous, proper and onto; (iii) ir~lis) is finite for all 5 in 5
(in fact, 7T_1(s)= {pi, ■ ■ • , pk{,)], where A(s) is the number of irreducible
components of 5 at x); (iv) T~liSaiae) separates no connected set in R and
is nowhere dense; (v) ir: R—ír_1(58¡ng)<->5 —Ss¡ng is a homeomorphism.
The points of R are pairs is, V), s ES and F an irreducible branch

of S
at s, and iris, V)=s. The basis neighborhoods are of the form OiU, V)
= ir~1iUr\V) where V is an irreducible branch of 5 in the open set U. The
space R is called the normal model of S.
Let UER he open. If/: U—>Cis continuous and/o7r_1|
U —7r~1(5Bing)is
holomorphic, we say that/ is holomorphic on U. Let ©B be the sheaf of germs
of holomorphic functions on R. Then ir is a homomorphic map.
The following facts were proven by Oka [8; 6].

3.1. Theorem. The normal model exists, is an analytic space and is unique
up to a biholomorphic map with respect to the properties (i)-(v) and that ir is
holomorphic.
3.2. Theorem. If sES is an irreducible point, ir~lis) =p. @P is the integral
closure of ir(@f) = {/o ir; /£©f}.
There is a nonzero ideal C of &P such that

oefcxe?).

We now prove

3.3. Theorem.
The normal model of a one-dimensional
one-dimensional complex manifold.

analytic space is a

Proof. We know R —7r_1(5Sing) is a complex manifold,

since it is biholo-

morphic

to 5 —Suing. Let s £ Suing. Since S8¡ng is discrete,

s has a neighborhood

U such that £/P\S,¡ng= {5}. Let Vi, ■ ■ ■, Vt be the branches of S in U; then
7r_1([7)= UO([/, Vi) and each OiU, Vi) is connected. It is easy to see that

tt: OiU, Vi)*-*Ur\Vi is a homeomorphism and ir: OiU, V,)-{pi]^UC\Vi
— {s] is biholomorphic,

where p,= is, Vi). We need only prove that we can
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define a local coordinate at p¿ which, with the natural structure of 0(U, F.)
— {pi}, makes of 0( U, F,) a Riemann surface such that it is still holomorphic.
Then, by the uniqueness, this structure is the normalization structure. Thus,
since we are interested in only 0(U, F,) near p,-, we can assume 5 has only one
branch at s, further, that S is embedded as a variety F in a neighborhood of

the origin (s = 0) in C".
3.5. Lemma. Let V be an irreducible one-dimensional variety in C" at 0,
and suppose that 0 is the only singular point of V. Then there are a Riemann surface R1 and a holomorphic homeomorphism p: Rl*-*V such that p\R1—p~1(0) is

biholomorphic.
Proof. In a neighborhood of 0, by the Nullstellensatz
for a suitable choice of coordinates
where

[5, Chapter XIV]

we can write F— {o} = F(/i, • • • , /n-i)
r-l

fi(zi, ■ ■ • , zn) = gi(zu z2) = z2 + ^
/y(zi, • • • , z„) = Zy —

ai(zi)z'2,

&(zi, Zi)

D(zi)

where gy are distinguished polynomials, and D(0) = 0.
Let R1 be the Riemann surface covering { Zi| <e} of the algebraic function defined by gi(zi, z2) =0, and ir0: R1—»{|zi <e} the projection. Let x in
R1, ir°x5^0; then x corresponds to a certain branch <pxof this algebraic func

tion. We define p: R1-^VT\{ \zi\ <e} :
g2(T°x, <j>x(ir«x))

(x) = (x°x,
(ir°X, px(ir°x),
p(x)

p(x) = 0

D(tc»x)

gn(ir°x,

Px(t<>x)^

D(w°x)

/

if x°x = 0.

If 7T1is the projection of F onto {| Zi| <e} it is obvious that 7r°= ir1 o p.
p is one-one. For if px=py, then 7r°x= 7r°y, ^(7r°x) =0¡,(7r°y) =d>y(w°x)

which implies that <t>x
= <by,or x = y.
p is biholomorphic on Rl—p~x(0). Let 7r°X5¿0; then for Ux a small enough
neighborhood of x, ( Ux, w°) is a local parameter at x. Similarly, since 7rx is in
Vten, (U„x, 7T1) is a local parameter
at x for U„x small enough. But since
ir° = 7T1o p, p also is biholomorphic in a sufficiently small neighborhood of x.
Easily p is holomorphic. For if/is holomorphic on F,/o p is holomorphic
on R—p~l(0), but also continuous. Thus since R1 is a complex manifold,

/ o p is holomorphic on Rl.
Now, we can transfer the structure of R1 to R, the normalization of F by
7T_1o p, making of R a complex manifold. This structure coincides with the
given one on R —t~1(0), and with it w is still holomorphic. Thus the two
structures do coincide and £ is a complex manifold.
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■ • ■ , rn] and for U a neighbor-

hood of x, there are neighborhoods Ui of r,- such that ir: Ui/,- onto U and
7r: Uí/¿—{n, • • • , ?•„}—>£/—{x} one-one and onto. We call the ir(£7.) the
sheets of S at x. Note that 7r(í/¿) is an analytic space and [/,- is its normal
model. If x is in iriUi)teg, then ir: Ui*-*iriUi) is a biholomorphic
map. If x is
in 7r([/,-)sing, then ir is just holomorphic. This type of point we call a branch
point of 7r( Ui) or a branch point of S if ir_1(x) is just one point (x is an irreducible point). If ir_1(x) is more than one point we call x an identification point.
Let x be a branch point of S; then ir: R—»S is one-one holomorphic from
a neighborhood of ir~l(x) = r to a neighborhood of x in S. For the moment
we replace these neighborhoods by R and S respectively and we assume S is a
variety F at 0 in Cn. Then #(©J) (the transfer by w of all functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of 0) is a subring of 0?. In fact we have:

3.6. Lemma. #(©J) is precisely the set of germs of functions which can be
uniformly approximated in a neighborhood of r by polynomials in the
ir(zi), • • ■ , itizn). Further, ir(@J) contains a power of the maximal ideal of ©f.
Proof. Let/ be in ir(@J); then/=g0
7r, g in @^. Then, for a sufficiently
small polycylinder P" about x, there is an A in i/(Pn) such that g = A| F. But
then A is approximable by polynomials in compact neighborhoods of x, thus
also is g ; thus g o ir =/ is approximable by polynomials in the z¡ o ir = ir(z;) in
a neighborhood of r. Conversely, if / is in @?, in a neighborhood of r, / o ir-1
is defined, since ir is one-one. If / is approximable by polynomials in the
ft(zi),fo tt-1 is approximable in a neighborhood of x on F by polynomials in
the Zj. But ©^ is closed in the topology of local uniform convergence [5],
so/o ir-1 is in ©J, implying/=/o
ir-1 o ir is in £(@J).

Now, by 3.2, there is an ideal 6 of ©J such that 60? C©». But 60? is an
ideal of ®f; thus ©J contains an ideal I of ©*, and 7V0, since 6^0. But the
only ideals of ©f are the powers of the maximal ideal. Let g be in I; suppose
g has a zero of order n at r, g' has a zero of order ^n. Then g'/g is in ©f, so
i' = i(s'/i)
is also in I. Thus I contains Mn (M= maximal ideal). Let ra°
= min{w; OJli*j.
Then I=Mn; for if not then there is a g in 7 with a zero
of order m<n°,

but this implies, as we have seen, IZ)Mm, contradicting

the

definition of n".
3.7. Corollary.
If x is a branch point of S, ir: R—»S, ir(r) =x, then there
exists an N such that, if f is analytic in a neighborhood of r and vanishes at r

with order 2: A, then f is in #(©f).
Now we look at the local behavior at an identification point; so we may
assume we have maps ir,-: {|z| <l}<->F,CPn,
ir,-(0)=0, and Vh ■ ■ • , Vk
are the irreducible components
of a variety
F containing
0. Let

T= {(fu ' • • . /*) ; /; in ©o such that there exists g in ©¡},g\ V¡o »/•»//}.
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3.8. Lemma. There are integers Nj ^ 0 such that if f¡ is in @¿and vanishes at

0 with order = Nj, then (f, • • • ,fk) is in T.

Proof. Write Vi=V(p\, ■ ■ ■, p\_i). Since FyfW,= {o}, there is p\ in
I(Vj) such that p'|y,. has its only zero at 0. Let «,-ybe the order of vanishing
of pilvi o 7T,-at 0. According to 3.7 there is an integer W;,-such that if/ is in
©¿ and vanishes at 0 with order =w,-,-, then/ is in tt¿(©b). Let Nt= 23*-1 w«>
These are the required integers.
Let (fi, • • • , fk) he as in the statement
of the lemma. Then
fi— \fi[T\i^iPt\
Vi ° ""«'I-1] is i'1 ®o and vanishes with order =«¿¿, so there
is a gi in 0" such that g,\ r¡ =f¡, or, what is the same, /< = (g.TLvi Pt\ vi) o ir,-.
But now, for m^i, gmlLvm Pi,\ v{ vanishes on F,-, so we have

fi■= ( S «*II Í»)° ""<•
Then

g= X)m-i g-»IL*m fi, is in 6", g o ir,-=/¿, proving

Now consider K a proper compact

(fu ■■■,/„)

set on a connected

is in P.

one-dimensional

analytic space 5. Since Ssmg is discrete K(~\Se\ng is finite. Furthermore
we
can find a neighborhood
U oí K such that U is compact and Ur\SSiag
= J\-l

lOging.

Let (i?, 7r) be the normalization of S. Then ir~l(U) has finitely many connected components. For any regular point on S can be connected to a singular
point by an arc contained in 5reg, the set of regular points. Since ir_1 is
homeomorphic
on 5reg, any rER—T~1(S,iat)
can be connected by an arc in
ir~l(U) to a point in T~1(Ssi„g), but :r-1(S,ingn U) is finite.
Thus we can write 7r_1(C7)=U [/,-, where Í/,- is an open connected set on a
Riemann

surface P,- (a component

of R). Since it is proper

and U is compact,

each Ui is compact, so we may consider Í/,- to be an open subset of a compact
Riemann surface i?/.
Now if xG-K^Ssing, 7T_1(x)= {ri, • • • , rt\. Now any r,- may be the only
point of ir~'i(K) on that component of R, for the branch corresponding
to r¿
may intersect K only at x. We want to exclude such points from ir~l(K), so
instead we take K, the closure of ir~l(Kr\Sreg), and thus if K has no isolated
points (which case we exclude) -w maps K onto K. Since K differs from
ir~l(Kr\STcg) by a finite point set, we have the following: (a) if K is the
closure of its interior, so also is K the closure of its interior; (b) if int K is
connected, int K is connected; (c) if K is bounded by finitely many piecewise
analytic curves, so is K.
Now K is a disjoint union of finitely many proper compact sets K, on
compact Riemann surfaces. Thus A(K) obviously is the direct sum of the

A(Ki), and so by 2.2, S(A(K))=S(A(Ki)) = (jKi = K.
3.9. Theorem. Let K be a compact subset of a connected one-dimensional
analytic space S. Then there are finitely many compact Riemann surfaces
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Ri, • • • , Rt and KiC.UiC.Ri,
Kí compact, Ui open, and a map ir: lit/,- onto
a neighborhood U of K such that (i) for A = U Ui, (A, ir) is the normalization of

U, (ii) K = \JKi is the closure of w^Ki^S^).

(iii) Let Kr\Sains= Ur\SBing

= [si, • • • , sn]. Let ir~1isi)r\K= {x,i, • • ■ , x,-(<}. There exist integers w,y
such that A (A) D {/ o 7r-1; / holomorphic in a neighborhood of K, f(xip) =/(x,-?)
for all p, q, 1 ûiûn, f(x) —/(x,-y) has a zero of at least order «,-yat x,y}. (iv) In

particular, AiK)77){f o ir-1;/in i] where I is an ideal of AiK) with finite hull;
in fact hull 7 = 7r-1(AnS,ing).
Proof. If in the preceding discussion we take Ki = KC\Ui, then (i), (ii) are
verified. As for (iii), the integers »<yare just those given by Lemma 3.8 applied
at the point s¡. That is, if ir^isi) = {x,i, • • • , xiti], then for Sj a branch of
S at Si, let «,-ybe the integer given by Lemma 3.8, so that if /,- is in ©*.,.and
vanishes at Xq with order ^ra.-y, then there is a g£0£ (where we now consider a neighborhood of s,- as embedded in 6n) such that (g| Sj) o ir=f¡. Now
let/be in 77(F, 0fi), Fa neighborhood of K; suppose/is
as described in (iii).
Since/identifies
the points which 7r identifies,/o
7t-1 is a continuous function
on K. Since Ss¡ngf>\A = SBingní/, g=/o x-1 is a continuous function on ir(F)
and since ir\R —7r_1(Ss¡ng) is biholomorphic,
for all regular points s we have
g.E©f. If s = Si, then by Lemma 3.8, since/ is as described in (iii), there is a

GE®"{ such that C7|Sy= g-g(s,-)| Sy; so g = G+g(s<). But G+gisi) is in ©*.,
so g is in ©?,. Thus g is in H(tt(V), 0s), so that g\ K=fo
Thus (iii) is proven.

-n—x|
K is in A(K).

Letting 77(A) = [f holomorphic in a neighborhood of K], then by (iii),
A (A) D [/ o ir~l ; / in 7] where 7 = [f in 77(A) ; /(x,-,-) = 0, / has a zero of order
^w.-y at x,y] is an ideal of 77(A). Now 77(A) is dense in AiK). Thus 7 (closure

of 7 in AiK)) is also an ideal of AiK), and since AiK) is closed, A (A)
D {/o 7T"1;/in 7}. Now hull 7= {x,y}. Surely each x.-yis in hull 7. On the
other hand, if x is in K, x^x.-y, by 2.3, there is an /<y in 77(A) such that
faix)

5¿0, /,y(x,-y) =0.

Then /=

[II/,-y]»ap ni¡ is in 7 and /(x) =0,

so x is not in

hull 7.
3.10. Theorem. S04(A)) =7i.
Proof. Since A (A) is an algebra of continuous functions on K, evaluation
at any point of A is a continuous homomorphism
of A (A). We prove A (A)
separates point of K. Let s, t be in K, s in Sreg. Let x =ir_1(s). There is a function ftk in 77(A) such that/«(x) 7¿0,fikiyk) =0, for all yk in ir_1(i). There is an

/,-yin 77(A) such that/,y(x) ^0,/,-y(x¿y)=0. Then/= [ IÍ/i*f«]"p n«is in 7 and
/(*) ^ 0, f(ir-H) = 0. Thus g =/ o t'1 is in A (A) and g(s) ^g(0Suppose now s = si, t = s2. By 2.3 there is an/in M(À),/(xiy) = l,/(x,y) =0
if *?¿ 1, and /(x)—/(x.-y) has a zero of order at least w,y at *</, Then / is in

77(A) and by (iii) of 3.9, g^oir-1
A (A) separates

points.

is in A(K). But g(s) = l, g(t)=0. Thus
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suppose h is not evaluation

there is an fi in A(K) such that/i(sy) =0, lújún,
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at any si, • • ■ , sn. Then

and h(fi) = l. For/in

7,

let h"(f)=h(foT~1).
Ji is a nonzero continuous homomorphism on 7, since
[fi o ir]N, where N = sup{«,-,-} is in 7,and £((/i o ir)w) =h((fi)N) = 1. But now,

by 2.2 S(A(K)) = K, and hull 7= {x,y},so 5(7) =K- }x,-y}.Then Â(/)=/(x)
for some x in K, x9íXi¡. Thus irx is a regular point of 5. Let g be in ^4(i£);
we prove h(g) =g(jx). Then, since (fi)** o rrisin I,g(fi)N ow= (gorr)((fi)N ow)

is in I, so that

Kg)= h(g)h((fiY)= Â(g(/i)»)= h(g(fiYo w)
= «HÍWW)

= i(«)*((/0»OT)

= g(TTX).

Then S(A(K))=K.
4. Runge sets. If K is a compact set on an analytic space S, it is not
necessarily true that A (K) = C(K) C\H(int K), i.e., it is not always true that
every function continuous on K and analytic in the interior of K is approximate by functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. If 5 is a complex

manifold, it is evident that A(K) EC(K)C\H(imt K) since iî(int K) is closed
in the topology of uniform convergence. But for S a general analytic space
this has only recently been proven by Remmert and Grauert [5]. We have

already used this result in 3.6. The possibility of A (K) = C(K)C\H(int K)
depends greatly on the geometry of K.
Definition.
If KES is a proper compact subset of 5 and there is a domain UZ)K such that K is H(U)-convex, we call K a Runge set.

4.1. Theorem
face,

UEU'

(Runge 's Theorem)

domains

on R. Suppose

(Behnke).

Let Rbe a Riemann sur-

U is simply connected with respect to U',

i.e., if y EU bounds a domain in U' it bounds a domain in U. Then every function
holomorphic on U can be approximated uniformly on compact sets by functions

holomorphic on U' [3],
4.2. Corollary.
Let Kbea compact, proper subset of R. If there is a family
of domains U(n) EU, n an integer, satisfying (i) U(n) is simply connected

with respect to U(l), (ii) U(n)D U(n + 1), (iii) D„ U(n)=K,
dense in A(K).

then H(U(1)) is

Proof. Let / be in A (K) ; f can be uniformly approximated

by functions

holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. If U is a neighborhood of K there is an
n such that U(n) E U. If/is in H°(U, ®R), then/| c/(n)is uniformly approximable on K by functions in H(U(1)). Thus the corollary is proven.

If K has a neighborhood U such that H(U) is dense in A(K), then K is
H(U)-convex. For we know that S(A(K))=K, so it follows that S(H(U))
= K, with the sup norm on K on H(U). Thus if xEU—K, the map/—>/(x)
is not a continuous multiplicative functional on H(U) in this norm, so there
is an fEH(U)
such that |/(x)| >||/||jr. But this is the condition of H(U)-

convexity.
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It is easily seen that if K = Çl\JyiU • • • Wyn, Q a domain, 71, • • ■ , y„
piecewise analytic curves, then the hypotheses of 4.2 are satisfied with £7(1)
a sufficiently small neighborhood of K, so A is a Runge set.
4.3. Corollary.

Let K be a Runge set in a compact Riemann surface R.

There is a neighborhood U of K such that Hi U) is dense in C(A) H77(int K),
and in particular AiK) = C(A)fYf7(int K).
This follows from an immediate application of Bishop's theorem, Theorem 1.2. We now obtain the same result for Runge sets on one-dimensional
analytic spaces.

4.4. Theorem. Let K be a compact subset of S, and K as defined in §3. K
is a Runge set if and only if K is a Runge set. If K is a Runge set, A (A) = C(A)

H77(intA).
Proof. If A is a Runge set, there is a Î7CS such that LOA and K is
77(Í7)-convex. If KEVEU,
then obviously K is also 77(F)-convex, so we
may assume U chosen so small that ir_1( LO^ir"1^^)
= An7r_1(Ssing). Then
if x is in 7r-1(t/), but not in K, then 7rx is not in K, so there is an /£77(i7)
such that |/(irx)| >||/||x. Then/o
ir is holomorphic on ir([7) and |/ o ir(x)|
>||/o ir\\ic. Thus K is 77(7r-1(£/))-convex. Now we can write K = \JK,, a disjoint union and ir~liU) =Uî7< where £7,OA« are both subsets of a compact
Riemann surface. Obviously À,- is 77(£/t)-convex, so it follows from 4.3

that A(Ki) = CiKi)nHiint Ki), and then A(K) = C(À)fW(int K).
Now we assume only K is a Runge-set,

Let Xr\5,ing=

and is 77( ¿7)-convex.

\Si, • • • , s»J, let Si, • • • , s, be in dK, s,+i, • • • , sn in

hit K. Let ir~1isi)= {x,-y, lgjg&¿}> and re¿ythe integer corresponding to sf
as 3.9. Let 7 = {/ in 77( Ü) ; f has a zero of at least order ny at x.-y}. Now K is
7-convex. For 7 is an ideal in 77(Z7) and since K is 77( 0)-convex, the closure

of 77(77) on K is AiK), and S (AiK)) = K. Thus the closure 7 of 7 is an ideal
of A (A), so S(7) is a subspace of K. But if K is not 7-convex, there is an x in
Ü —K such that |/(x)| g||/||jt for all / in 7, so evaluation at x extends to a
homomorphism of 7, not evaluation at any point of K; since 7 separates

points of Ü (but for hull IEK), contradicting S(I)EK.
H(v(Ü))], then K is 77(tt(0))-convex.

Since IE[foir;

in

Now, by Bishop's theorem, 1.2, 7 contains {/ in C(A)OT7(int K) such
that/
vanishes on ir_1(S8ing) and has a zero of order ^N at x.-y, i>e],
for

some integer N. Let â be the ideal of AiK), é= {fin AiK); fix) =/(x,-y) has
a zero of order ^A7 for i>e].
Now let/ be in C(A)r^77(int K) such that/

vanishes on SSingr\dK; then

/o ir is in C(À)P\77(int K) =AiK), since Âis a Runge set. By 2.4 considering
only the points x,y, i>e, we can write/o ir = g+A, g is meromorphic on R,
holomorphic on K, and A is in 3. We can arrange, in fact, that A is in 7 by adding and subtracting a meromorphic function in á which takes the values
g(x,y) at x,y, i<e; then A vanishes on 7r-1(Ssing). Since g is holomorphic in a
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neighborhood of K, we can write g = gi+g2, where gi, g2 are also meromorphic
functions, holomorphic on K, such that gi vanishes with order »y at x,y, i ^ e,
and gi is in S, i.e., let g2 be in S and g2 have the same power series up to the
«,-yterm as —g at x,y (in some local coordinate system) for all i He. This can
be done by 2.3. Also gi, g2 vanish on ir~x(Si\Jig). Thus we have /oir = gi
+ (gi-\-h); gi vanishes of order «,-yat x,y, i^¡e, and gi+h is in ä and vanishes
onx-1(5,ing). Thusg2+Äisin
7and {Fo a"-1; Pin 7} EA(K), so (gi+h) o ir-1

is in A(K), so also is in C(K)(~\H(int K). Thus gi o ir~1=f— (gi+h) o 7t-1 is
also in C(K) C\H(int X). But gi is meromorphic on R, and holomorphic on K,
so is holomorphic
in a neighborhood
IF of K. Thus gi o ir~x\ 5re is in
iî(7r(IF)n5reg).
But for x,y, i^e, gi vanishes of order «,-y, so by 3.8 [gi o ît-1],,
is in 0ft. This, for all i^e, but for i>e, gi o ir-1 is in ©Sj since s¿ is in int K.
Thus g! o ir-1 is in H(ir(W), 0s), 7r(JF) is a neighborhood of X, so gi o 7r_1 is in
A(K). (gi+h) o ir-1 is in A (K) also, thus/ = giO w~l + (gi+h) o 7r_1isin ^4(X).
Since dKr\Sairig= {si, • ■ • , se\ is finite, given any complex numbers

h, • • ■, te, there is a g in A(K) such that g(si)=U. Thus if / is in C(K)
i\H(intK),
there is a g in A(K) such that g(si)=f(si).
Thus /—g is in
C(K)r\H(int K) and vanishes on dKr\Siirig, so by the above is in A(K).
Thus/=
(f—g)+g is also in A(K). Theorem 4.4 is proven.
We obtain as a corollary of the above (more explicitly, corollaries of
Bishop's

Theorem

(1.2)) certain

approximation

theorems;

more general

re-

sults are found in [13].
4.5. Theorem. Let y be a piecewise analytic arc on a one-dimensional analytic space S. Then A(y) = C(y), i.e., the algebra of functions holomorphic in a
neighborhood of y is dense in C(y).
Proof. Let R be the normalization of S, ir: R—*S, and let y = Tr~1(yi~\Siee).
Then y is a piecewise analytic arc on R, and is obviously a Runge set. Then
7 is a Runge set and 4.4 applies, so A (y) = C(y), since int y is empty.
Now since the image under a holomorphic map of a domain in C1 into O
is always an analytic space [9], we have
4.6. Theorem.
Let y be any analytic arc in Cn (i.e., the image of [0, l]
under a holomorphic homeomorphism). Then A (y) = C(y).

4.7. Theorem. Let y be a piecewise analytic arc on a variety V in a polynomial convex subset U of Cn. Then the polynomials are dense in C(y).

Proof. Let R be the normalization of F, ir: R-+S, and let ;?= '7r-1(7n5I.eg).
We can easily write y as the decreasing intersection of domains which are
simply connected in R. Thus, as in 4.2, y is H(R)-convex, and similarly, as
in 4.4, this implies y is H(V)-convex. But then 7 as a subset of U is H(U)convex. For if xG U—y and xG V, there is an/Giî(F)
such that |/(x) | > |/||T.
But/is
just the restriction to F of a function gEH(U), so |g(x)| >||g| 7. If
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xEV, then there is an/E77(c7) such that/|

F=0, and/(x)^0.

Then |/(x)|

>||/||r. Then, since 7 is HiU)-convex,
77(Z7) is dense in ^(7). But U is
polynomial convex, implying that the polynomials are dense in HiU) in
the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of U, so the poly-

nomials are dense in ^(7). But by 4.5, .4(7) = C(y).
5. The maximality theorem. Before proceeding to the extension of Wermer's maximality theorem we prove a general Banach algebra result which
appears in another form in [7].

Definition. Let A he a function algebra on X. Let F£S(^4). A is (F, A)maximal ii and only if, for any algebra B, ACBCCiX), S(50 F implies
B = A. We say A is a maximal subalgebra of CiX) ii A is (A, A)-maximal.
This is the same as the definition which appears in [ll].

5.1. Theorem. Let M be a maximal subalgebra of CiX). Let A CM be a
closed subalgebra of M such that AZ)I, I an ideal of M. Let 77 be the hull of I
in S(M), S = {f in CiX) vanishing on HC\X], Then if B is a closed subalgebra

of CiX), and BDA, then either BCM or BDâ.
Proof. Suppose there exists gin B —M. Let (P= {polynomials in g, coefficients in M] ; then (P is dense in C(X). Let A be in C(A), pn in (P, such that pn
converges uniformly to A. Then for/in
I,fpn converges to/A. Since fpn is in

B, fh is in B. Thus B contains {/A; / in 7, A in C(A)}. But then B contains
the closed algebra generated by this set, which is a closed ideal of CiX),
obviously, é, since it has the same hull as ê.

5.2. Corollary.
be pairwise

disjoint

Let M be a maximal subalgebra of CiX). Let Hi, ■ ■ ■, H„
hulls in S(M).

Let A = {/ £ M;/|77y

is constant,

j = l, ■ • • , «}. Then A is a maximal subalgebra of C(TiA))(TiA) is the Silov
boundary of A), among all subalgebras having SiA) as space of maximal ideals,

i.e., A is (S(^4), TiA))-maximal.
Proof. A is a subalgebra of M, thus there exists a map 7r: S(M)—>S(4).
Obviously 7Tis a homeomorphism on S(A7) —(U"_! 77j) and ir(77¿) =y¿, a single

point, and ir(x)Dr(¿). Let 75£C(r(4)), and S(5) =S(4). B is a closed subalgebra of CiX); thus either BCM, or TO {/ in CiX); f\ (uH¿)nx= 0}, since
U77,-is a hull, and we can apply the theorem. If BCM, since S(5) =SiA),
any / in B is such that /| 77y=/(jy) = constant. Thus B CA, so B =A. If not,
then B, as a subalgebra of C(TiA)), contains {/ in CiTiA)) ;/(y.) =0 for y< in

TiA)]. But then, since B separates TiA), obviously B = CÇTiA)).
5.3. Corollary. Let M be a maximal subalgebra of CiX). Let Hi, • • • , 77„
be disjoint hulls in S(AT),with Hjry\X^0;j=l,
• ■■, n. Then A = {f in M;
f\ Bjox is constant, j= 1, • • • , n] is a maximal subalgebra of C(TiA)).
Proof. We calculate

the space of maximal ideals as above.

Letting

77/ =hull (kernel (77yHA))we have tt: SiM)^SiA) onto, ir: S(/¥) -U?.! 77/
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ir(Hi)=yi,

tt(X)=T(A).
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Let B be a subalgebra

of

C(T(A)), BDA. If PCM, since also BEC(T(A)), we must have for all/ in
B, f\Hj' = constant. Then, by definition of A, BEA, soB=A. If B(£M, then
as in 5.2, B = C(T(A)).
5.4. Corollary.

Let M be a maximal subalgebra of C(X), A a subalgebra

of M. Let BO)A be a subalgebra of C(X). If A contains an ideal I of M such
that (hull I)C\X is a finite point set, then BEM or B = C(S(B)).
Proof. Let (hull I)(~\X = {xi, ■ • • , x„]. Then if B is not contained in M,
by the theorem, BZ){fEC(X); /(x,)=0, i=l, • • • , n\. Since the Silov
boundary

of B is an identification

ci, • • • , ak in S(B), BZ){fEC(S(B));

space of X, we can say that for points

f (ai) =0}. Since B\ {a,} is separating,

it is C({ai]). Then if/is in B, there exists a g in B such that g(a.) = (f(ai))~.
Then/—g is in C(S(B)) and is 0 on {a,}, so is in B. Then ]=]—g+g
is in B.
Thus with every / in B, its conjugate J also is in B; thus by the StoneWeierstrass theorem, B = C(X).

5.5. Theorem. Let S be a connected one-dimensional analytic space, let K
be compact, K —QSJyiU ■ ■ ■ V)yn, fi a domain, 71, • • ■ , yn piecewise analytic
curves.
(A) A (K) is a maximal algebra in C(dK) if and only if int K = fi is a com-

plex manifold.
(B) In any case, A (K) is contained in precisely one maximal algebra M,

and if B is a subalgebra of C(dK), B H)A(K), then B is dense in C(dK) or

BEM.
Proof. Let R be the normal model for a neighborhood
the projection, so that
mann surface P,-. Let
K = Q,VJyiU • • • yjyn,
3X=7iU
• • • yjyn.
(1) We first prove
algebra

of C(dK).

U of K, it: R—>U

P = U*_1 f/,-, where Ui is a domain on a compact RieK he as previously defined. Then K is compact, and
where Ù is open and 7,- are piecewise analytic curves,
the necessity of (A). Suppose A(K) is a maximal sub-

Let {si, • • • , sn} =K.r\Saine,

and x_1(s¿) = {x¿y; lûjûti).

Let B = {(/IdK) o ir'1; f in A(K), /(x,y) =f(xik) for s,- in dK}. Then B is a
closed subalgebra of C(dK), and since it is holomorphic, B^)A(K). Further,
since every/in B has a holomorphic extension into Ù, B9£C(dK). Thus, since
by assumption A(K) is maximal, B =A(K). Now, for x^yGint
K, there is a
meromorphic function / on R, holomorphic on K, such that /(x,y) = 0 for 5¿

in dK and f(x) 9sf(y) (by 2.3). Thus, since/ox-1

is in B=A(K),

there is a g

in A(K) such that g o ir=f. Thus g(7rx)?!Íg(7ry), so irx^iry. Thus ir: Ù—*fiis
one-one, thus is a homeomorphism,
so fi has no identification points. Now let

5 be in int K, t~1(s) =x and g in A(K) such that g(x,-y)=0 for 5,-in dK, g(x) = 0
and dg(x)9i0. Then g o x-1 is in B = A(K); thus there is an /in A(K) such
that/o
x = g. Now for some neighborhood O oí x, g: Ü<r->D,a disc with center
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the origin, so /:ir(Z7) = i7«->7) is a holomorphic homeomorphism. But / is
biholomorphic in U. For let u be in ©f, t in U; then 4t(u) is in ©í-i((), and thus
since g is biholomorphic, g_1(?KM)) is in ®l^-im, i.e., f(u) is in ©)(,). Then
( U, f) is a local parameter at s mapping U onto a manifold ; this for all s in ß,
so ß must be a manifold.
(2) We now prove the sufficiency of (A), i.e., we assume ß is a manifold.

ThenßnSiing = 0. Let
{ii, • • • , s») = K r\ Suing = ó\Ar\S,ing, and ir-1(í,) = {x,-y}.

Since A is a Runge set, by 4.4, AiK) = C(A)f\r7(int K), and also K is a
Runge set, so AiK) = C(Ä)n77(int

K), which is (by Wermer's

theorem) a maximal subalgebra of CidK). Then by 5.3, M={f

maximality

in AiK);

f(xa) =f(xik), 1 gî'gw} is a maximal subalgebra of CiY), where Y=dK with
these points {x,i, • • • , x,-„,.} identified for lgjg«.
But then F is homeomorphic to K via ir-1 : F<-»dA, so {/ o ir-1 ; / in A (Ä), /(xo) =fixik), 1 g i g w}
is a maximal subalgebra of CidK). But this is just 4(A). For surely it contains AiK). Conversely, if / is in AiK), and /(x,y) =fixik), lgigw,
then
/oír-1

is in C(A).

Further,

ir: 0<->ß is biholomorphic

(since ß£Sreg),

so

/o ir-1! ß is in #(0)- But AiK) = C(A)H77(ß), then/o ir"1 is in AiK). Thus
4(A) is a maximal subalgebra of C(dK).
(3) We now prove (B). Let [si, • • • , s,} CdK, {s,+i, • • • , s„] £int K.

Let Al={fEAiK);

fixij)=fixik), lgjge}.

Then by 5.3, A1 is a maximal

subalgebra of C(F) with Y=dK with {x,i, • • • , x¿„,.}identified for lgige.
But then, as in the above F is dK and 717= {/ o ir-1 ; /£ A1] isa maximal subalgebra of CidK). As we have observed, }/o ir; /£4(A)}
contains an ideal
of A (Â) whose hull is a finite point set. Thus A (A) contains an ideal of 717

whose hull is a finite point set. Then by 5.4, if B £ CidK) and B~i)A(A), then
either B = CiSiB)) or BCM. In the former case, since A (A) separates points
on dK, so does B, so S(J5) =dK. Thus Theorem 5.5 is proven.
6. Extension of Wermer's theorem. In order to prove Theorem 6.7 it is
necessary to appeal to several theorems of Oka.

6.1. Theorem (Abbildungsatz).
Let Si, Sä be analytic spaces and g a
proper holomorphic map of Si into S2. Suppose also that g~lix) is finite for all

x£A2.

Then g (Si) is a variety in S2 [8].

6.2. Theorem. Let K be a polynomial-convex subset of Cn. Then the polynomials are dense in AiK) [5].

6.3. Theorem.

Let V be a variety in the HiU)-convex domain U in Cn. Let

/£77(F, 0^. Then there is a g£77(l/, 0B) such that g\ V=f [5].
We shall also use the following lemmas concerning various types of convexities.
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6.4. Lemma. Let V be a variety in a polynomial convex domain P in C",
KEV a compact H(V, 0F) -convex set. Then K is polynomial convex.

Proof. Let xEK. If x is not in F, there is an fH(P, 0") such that/(x) = 1,
/| 7=0.

If x is in 7, there is an/in

H(V, &v) such that/(x)

= 1 and ||/| K¡| <e.

But by 6.3/=g| 7; gH(P, 0"), so g(x) = 1 and \\g\K\\ <e. ThusKis H(P, 0«)convex, but since P is polynomial convex, K is also polynomial convex.

6.5. Lemma. Let S be a connected set in C" satisfying: for all xES there is a
neighborhood Ux of x such that Si~\ Ux is a variety in Ux (i.e., S is locally a variety). Suppose KES, as a subset of Cn is compact and polynomial convex. Then
for anyfEH(
Ui^S, 0 s), U a neighborhood ofK,f\Kis
uniformly approximable

by polynomials.
Proof. For x in K, there is a Ux such that SC\ Ux is a variety in Ux. Cover
K by finitely many Ui, • • • , Un. Let 7y open, Fy compact, contained in U¡

and Fi, • • • , F„ cover K. Then SCXVj is compact. Let K' »UJLi SCXVj.
Then K'ES,
K' is compact and int K'ZiiK. By the polynomial convexity,
we can find an analytic polyhedron P= {|py| <1; j = l, • • • , k, p¡ poly-

nomials} such that KEPr\SEint

K'. Then PC\S is closed in P (for K' is

closed, and K'(~\P = Sr\P). Thus since Pi\S is locally a variety, Pi\S is a
variety in P. Every / in H(Pr\S, 0s) then is the restriction of g in H(P, 0n)
to Pi\S

by 6.3. Since P is polynomial

convex, g\ x=/|

k is approximable

by

polynomials, by 6.2.
6.6. Lemma. K is a compact subset of a Riemann surface, fi, • • • , f» are
holomorphic
in a neighborhood
U of K, and co: U —>5 C Cn, w(r)
= (/i(r), • • • , fn(r)), where S is locally a variety. Suppose K is convex with
respect to polynomials in fi, • ■ • , /„. Then w(K) is polynomial convex.

Proof. Let CO FD VZ)K, Fa domain, F compact. Then w(F) is compact.
For x in dV, there

is a px(fi,

• • • , fn) such that

|p»(x)|

>||px||/r,

px a poly-

nomial. Then |pi(co(x))| >||pi||a.(io. Thus for every z in co(F), there is a polynomial pz such that | pz(z) \ > \\pz\\a(K). By compactness,
there are polynomials

pi, ■■■,pk such that <o(F)D{ | py| <1, j = l, • • • , k\C\S~2>w(K).If we add
proper multiples of the coordinate functions, we can say that there is an
analytic polyhedron P={|py|
<1; p¡ polynomials}
such that KEP
and
PC\S is a variety in P. PC\S is closed in P, for it is the intersection of a closed
set, o)(V), with P. Now ¿¡(Hfëf^P, 0s)) contains the polynomials in/i, • ■ •,/„,
so by assumption, u(K) is H(SC\P, 0s)-convex. Now Lemma 6.4 applies,
proving co(K) is polynomial convex.

6.7. Theorem. Let K be a compact subset of a Riemann surface R, and let
U be a neighborhood of K. Suppose A0 is a subalgebra of H(U) such that:

(i) ^4°is generated byfi, • ■ • ,fnEH(U); (ii) K is A^-convex;(iii) {pE U; there
is a qEU such that p9*q butf(p) =f(q),for allfEA0} is finite.
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Let A be the uniform closure of A" on K. Then there is a variety V in the unit
polycylinder of some Cn and a map <j>of a neighborhood of K onto V such that

A = {f 0(p;f in the closure of the polynomials on p(K) ].
Proof. We note first that if A is a domain bounded by an analytic arc 7
and ¿/i^O on 7, that (ii) follows from conditions (i) and (iii) by Wermer's
Theorem (1.1). On the other hand, the methods of the proof are general for
any analytic space, so the theorem still holds if we replace R by any analytic
space (of any dimension).
Because of (ii) we can find pi, ■ ■ ■ , ptEA0 such that {r£A; |^,-(r)| gl,
1 =i = t] = W is compact on R. By multiplication of the/,- by a constant we
may assume ||/i||f<l,
lgjgw.
Then, easily, the map <p on W={rER;

\pi(r)\<l,

lúiút],
4>(r)= (fi(r), ■■ ■,fn(r), pi(r), • ■• , pt(r)),

is a proper holomorphic

map of IF into Pn+t= {w; \wj\ <l],

and 4>~l(w) is

finite for all w. Thus, by 6.1, <p(W)= V is a subvariety of Pn+t, and 4>iK) is a
compact subset of <p(W). Now since K is 4 "-convex, it is 77(IF)-convex, and
thus PiK) is 77(F)-convex. Thus by 6.4 <¡>iK)is polynomial convex. It follows
that the polynomials are dense in A(piK)).

Thus if fEA(piK)),

f is approximable on <£(A) by polynomials pn. Then

p„o0| K converges to fo<p. But pn o <f>
= pn(fi, ••■,/»,
pi, • • ■ , pi) is a
polynomial in /1, • • • , /„, pi, • • ■ , pt, and thus is in A0 since /1, • • • , /„,
pi, ' • • , ptEA0. Thus/o
<pEA. Conversely, if/£4,
we have gn\ K converging to/ with /„£4°,
in particular gn=pnifi,
• • • ,/n) wherein is a polynomial.
Thus gn = pno <j>,so that /»£ j/o $; / a polynomial on <¡>iK)], so / is in the

closure of this set, which is {fo<j>; f in the closure of the polynomials

on

(¡>iK)]. Thus 6.7 is proven.
If K is, in particular, a domain with finitely many piecewise analytic
boundary curves, then for any algebra 4° satisfying only (ii) and (iii) we
can obtain the desired conclusion: that its closure on K can be represented
as A (A0) for A0 lying on some analytic space. In this case we can find
finitely many functions/1, •••,/«
satisfying the hypotheses of 6.7. Thus the
algebra A1 generated by /1, • • • , /„ on K can be represented as A (A1),
where A1 is a compact set on an analytic space F. Because only finitely
many points can be identified, Kl is also a domain bounded by piecewise
analytic curves. It is clear that R is the normalization for F, and A, the closure of A0 on R is a subalgebra of A (A) containing A (A1). Thus A is of finite
codimension in AiK), which will guarantee that A is an A (A0) on some
analytic space.

6.8. Corollary.
Letfi, • • • ,/„ be functions holomorphic in an annulus Ct
about {I z\ = 1} =r. Suppose fi, ■ ■ ■, /„ separate the points of T, dfi is never
zero on T, and the algebra of A9 = uniform closure on T of polynomials in
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fi, ■ ■ ■ , f« is not C(T). Then there is a connected set SECn, a closed analytic
curve 7, bounding an open connected subset fi of S, and a homeomorphism
<j>:T<->7 such that: (i) S is locally a variety; (ii) A0 = [f o <b;f in the closure of

polynomials on Í2W7].
Proof. Under the assumption Wermer has proven: there exists a Riemann
surface R, a biholomorphism
<p': Ct<-»Ct'CP, 4>'(T)=y', an analytic curve

bounding a domain fi' such that for A\= [fo <P~u,fis in A0], A[EA(ti'VJy')
and AXJS, â an ideal of A(Q'Uy'), with finite hull in fi'.
Let Fi be the function in .4(fi'U7') which extends /,- o <£_1to all of
0,'VJy'. Then Pi, • • • , Pn are holomorphic in a neighborhood U of fi'V>y'.
Let P= {polynomials in/i, • • • ,/„}. Then P is a subalgebra of H(U), and
is dense in A\. Then, since A\ contains an ideal with finite hull contained in
fi', P satisfies (ii) and (iii) of 6.5 and thus we can apply Theorem 6.7 to .4°.
Appendix. We shall prove a special case of Wermer's Theorem, 1.1. Although this special case in a sense avoids the greatest difficulty in the theorem, that of proving convexity, still it is fairly general and indicates how a
proof using the theory of several complex variables might go.

Theorem. Let M be a compact Riemann surface, K = Q\Jy, fi a domain
and 7 an analytic curve. Letfi, ■ • • ,fnbe meromorphic in M and holomorphic

on K such that

N = {pin M; there is q in M such thatfj(p) = fj(q) for allj = 1, • ■• , n\
is finite. Let A" = uniform closure on K of the algebra of polynomials
fu ' ' ' ,fn- Then A° contains an ideal of A(K) of finite codimension.

in

Proof. We may assume ||/y|U<l
for j=l,
■ • ■ , n. Let R={m in M;
\fj(m)\ <l\,
R is compact since the /,- are meromorphic on M. Define

F:R^P»={z;

\Zj\ <1, lújún],

F(m) = (fi(m),---,fn(m)).
(1) F is holomorphic and it is proper. For let mn be in F~l(A), A compact
in Pn. R is compact, so there exists an m in R such that mnk—>m.Then /,(m)
is a limit point of {fi(mn)} and since {/,(w„)} = {x,P(m„)} is contained in a
compact subset of the unit disc, we have |/¿(w)| <1. Therefore, F(m)
= (fi(m), • • • ,fn(m)) is defined and is in Pn; since A is compact, F(m) is in
A. Therefore m in P_1(^4); and F (A) is compact.
Now because N is finite, we have that P_1(x) is always finite for xEPn.

Thus, by the Abbildungsatz (6.1), F(R) = S is a variety in Pn.
(2) (R, F)
Let s be in
in 5 such that
compact. Thus

is the normalization for S.
5. Let F~1(s) = {xi, • • • , x*}. Each x,- has a neighborhood C/<
(Ui)~f~}N is empty, thus F is one-one on (C/,)_, and (Ui)~ is
F: ?/i<-»F( C/,) isa homeomorphism.
Since U"_i {á/,- = 0} is dis-
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crete, we may also assume that except possibly for x,-, some d/.-^O at every
point of Ui. Thus F\ (r/,—*,)is a holomorphic map of a connected set onto
FiUi)—s, so FiUi)—s is a connected submanifold of Srcg of dimension one,
and thus must be an open set contained in one irreducible branch S,- of S at s.

Thus 77(Ui) is a neighborhood of 5 on S,-. Then U"_i Fi Ui) is a neighborhood
of s. For suppose sn—>s, sH is S. Let x„ be in i? such that Fixn) = sn; then by
the properness of F there exists an x in R such that x„—>x,so x must be some
Xi, since T^x) =s. But then the x„ from some «° on must be in Ui, so s„ in

FiUi). Thus U"_! 7XZ7i)is a neighborhood of s on S.
Let s he in S8¡ng. The branches of S at s are just the FiUi) described
above, then 5 is an identification point if and only if F~xis) is more than one
point. If 77-1(s)=x, then we must have here d/y(x)=0, lgj'gra,
for if not
then F is biholomorphic in a neighborhood of x, which would make S a
manifold at s. Conversely, if s is in Sreg, then dzjis)?¿0 for some j, i.e., z¡ is
one-one in a neighborhood
of S, implying ¿/y(x) ^ 0. Thus /^(S.ing)
= N\J {dfj = 0, 1 g j g n ], which is a finite set (since R is compact). Now, for
x not in F-^Ssing) we have that some dfj^O, and F is a homeomorphism in a
neighborhood of x onto a neighborhood of F(x) ; it follows that F is biholomorphic in a neighborhood of x. Thus 7"| B-j¡-i(s,lng) is biholomorphic.
Thus

(A, F) is the normal model for S.
It is easy to see that K, since it consists of a domain bounded by one
analytic curve, can be written as the decreasing intersection of domains
simply connected with respect to R. Then, by 4.1, K is 77(A)-convex. Then
K° = FiK) is also 77(S)-convex, as in Theorem 4.4, for in this case K = K°.
Then by 6.4, K° is polynomial convex.
Now, as in §5, {foF;f
in 4(A°)} contains an ideal 7 of 4(A) of finite

codimension. If / is in 77(Í7, @s), U a neighborhood on S of K, then by 6.3,
there are polynomials

pnO F=pnifh

■•-,/„)

pn such that pn\ xo—>/|ko. Thus pn o F—>f o F on K, but

is in 4°. Thus/o

F is in 4°, and finally 7£4°

(in

fact, by 6.7, {f o F;f in 4(A)»)} =A°).
Corollary.

If in addition we assume that fi, • • • ,fn separate the points of

K and for all min K there is anf, such that dfj(m) =^0, then A° = AiK).
Proof. In this case there is a neighborhood

U of K such that F\ u is bi-

holomorphic. Then F(77(F(Í7), 0s)) =77(i7, @B). Since / in the former is
approximable

on K by polynomials

in /1, • • • , /„, then

4° is dense

in

HiU, 0B). The latter is dense in 4(A); thus 4° = 4(A).
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